
Set Up

Players begin in pairs with a tag game. If a player tags their
partner they get 1 point and then swap roles. Encourage ABC"s.

Key Coaching Points

Light on feet with a range of different movements.

Players attempt to pass first time so the weight of pass has
to be appropriate for the receiving player to play first time.

Players to be agile and constantly scan to be aware of their
surroundings and change direction quickly.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Make the area bigger

Make it more challenging:

1. Add more footballs

Agility Balance and Coordination With Passing Warm Up
Written by James Baxter

10 mins 8 players 2 balls 4 cones 10x10 area

Agility, balance, coordination & speed-

Weight of pass

Change of direction



Set Up

Players in 2 teams with players from same team on opposite
cones and 2 players from each team in middle area. Players
receive ball from team mate on the cone, dribble through the area
and pass to team mate on opposite cone, to receive back and
repeat.

Key Coaching Points

Players should open their body and receive the ball on their
back foot to play forwards.

Encourage players to check their shoulders and look for the
space in the area.

Encourage players to take their first touch into space and
play forward.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Add a defender in the middle of the square

Passing and Receiving to Play Forward Technical Practice
Written by James Baxter

15 mins 8 players 2 balls 8 bibs 12 cones 20x20 area

Body shape to receive on half turn

Awareness of ball, space, team mates & opposition

Be positive and look to play forward



Set Up

Players in 2 teams with players from same team on opposite
cones and 2 players from each team in middle area. 1 ball and
when team is in possession, a player from middle area can come
outside of the area to receive. Ball must then be played through
middle area and to team mate on opposite cone. 2 defenders
must stay in central area and attempt to win possession. If
defenders win possession they pass out to a team mate on the
cone and become the attacking.

Key Coaching Points

Body shape should be open and players should be able to
see the player in possession and their intended passing
target (shoulders pointing to player in possession and player
who will receive).

Players should be aware of the space and positioning of
team mates and opposition players, so that they can move
to receive the ball or to create space for a team mate to
receive.

Use combination play to play through the square and play
forward quickly and be willing to receive both in space and
under pressure.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Add a floating player in to create a 3v2 overload for the team in possession

Make it more challenging:

1. Using the same size area add another player to each team to create 3v3 in the middle.

Passing and Receiving to Play Forward Skill Practice
Written by James Baxter

15 mins 8 players 4 balls 8 bibs 8 cones 10x10 area

Body shape to receive on half turn

Awareness of ball, space, team mates & opposition

Be positive and look to play forward



Set Up

2 x teams of 3. One team begins in a 3v1 and attacking team
must make 5 passes before attempt to finish at goal. If they score,
defending team can introduce another defender for 3v2 then 3v3.
If defending team win possession they can score and become the
attacking team. Goalkeepers can be used to pass and combine.

Key Coaching Points

When possible, players should be moving into positions to
receive the ball and play forwards quickly, by adopting an
open body shape to receive on the back foot.

Players need to continually scan so that they can take up
positions to unbalance the opposition and either receive the
ball or create space for a team mate to receive. Players
should focus on offering passing lines to a team mate in
possession.

Players need to be technically competent to secure
possession under pressure and recognise the opportunity to
penetrate the opposition and create goalscoring chances.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Attacking team can score after 3 passes

Make it more challenging:

1. Play 3v3 to make it more competitive

Passing and Receiving Conditioned Game
Written by James Baxter

20 mins 8 players 4 balls 8 bibs 8 cones 20x15 area

Body shape to receive on half turn

Awareness of ball, space, team mates & opposition

Patient build up play


